Abstract-Many current models of visual detection predict that the slope of psychometric functions for detection will be independent of the spectral power distribution of the test light once the spatial and temporal characteristics of the tight are ftxed. This article examines reports that the slope of the psychometric function depends on the wavelength of a spectrally-narrowband test light of fixed size and duration. Three sources of difficulty that any experimental measurement of slope must encounter are addressed: (1) the different spatial distributions of the photoreceptor classes across the retina; (2) possible variations in threshold over the course of the experiment; and (3) the large variability of estimates of slope and the need for a method of assessing this variability. Measurements of slope with 2 and 4 deg test flashes against a bright 510 mn field show no significant trend with the wavelength of the test. A novel statistical test bounds the magnitude of possible variations in slope across the visible spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
An important goal of color science is to devise a set of rules that predict the visibility of a test light from knowledge of its spectral power distribution. The common approach to this problem consists of two parts. First, the visual response is characterized in terms of the responses of a set of visual channels. Each channel is assumed to be a filter whose spectral sensitivity is a linear recombination of estimated cone photoreceptor sensitivities. Second, a rule is specified for combining the responses from separate visual channels into a single value estimating the detectability of the stimulus for the observer. When the channel spectral sensitivities and the rule of combination are specified, the model predicts the observer's sensitivity to lights with arbitrary spectral power distributions. A complete analysis requires in addition that we include the nonlinearities introduced by the observer's state of adaptation (see Stiles, 1978) . The usual assumption is that the state of adaptation governs the weightings of the linear recombination of receptor signals contributing to the channels but that once a state of adaptation is fixed the channels themselves behave as linear systems.
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Maloney, Department of Psychology, New York University, 6 Washington Place, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10003, U.S.A. Stiles (1939 Stiles ( , 1978 , for example, developed an empirical procedure for specifying the spectral sensitivities of the underlying visual channels using the method of selective light adaptation. In later work, Boynton, Ikeda and Stiles (1964) found that the spectral sensitivities inferred from the light adaptation experiment could not be used to explain test visibility without postulating considerable interactions among the channels in the rule of combination.
The most-commonly considered rules of combination take the following form for N channels:
where r is the overall response, c&) is the kth channel's response to the light L, and the exponents pk may differ. Stiles (1939, 19710 , for example, postulated 5-7 independent channels. With proper choice of eXpOnentS pkc, equation (1) can also approximate probability summation among channels (Graham & Robson, 1987) . When the exponents pk are equal, then rilp is a norm in the three-dimensional space whose coordinate axes are the response values of the three channels. When all of the exponents pk are set equal to two, the norm is Euclidean and equally detectable stimuli lie on spheres. Models for which the rule of combination is a norm will be referred to as geometric models.
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